Wood plane parts diagram

The plane is perhaps the most complicated hand woodworking tool you will use and requires
more care, attention, and adjustment than any other tool. There is no difference between these
two plane bases, except that some woodworkers feel that the plane with the ribbed base works
a little better. Right behind the opening in the plane there is a frog that provides the support for
the plane iron. The double plane iron consists of the plane iron itself, sometimes called the
cutter, and the plane iron cap. The smooth plane B is the same, except that it ranges from 7 to
10 inches in length. The fore or jointer plane C is much longer, from 18 to 24 inches in length,
and is especially useful for planing a long edge straight, as when fitting large doors. This is a
jack plane , which has a bed 14 or 15 inches long. It can be used to true the edges of board and
for general planing. This is a smooth plane and can be purchased in lengths from 7 to 10
inches. It is good for smoothing and finishing work for which a light plane is desired. This is a
fore or jointer plane and is the type used to obtain a true surface on long edges for gluing up
stock. Another method is to cut a piece of paper with it. It can also be tested by allowing the
cutting edge to rest on the thumbnail and then pushing it lightly. For a method of sharpening
planar blades, check out our How to Sharpen Planer Blades article. Make sure that you do not
injure the cutting edge of the plane iron by shoving the cap too far forward. The plane iron cap
serves two purposes. It helps to stiffen or strengthen the plane iron and serves as a chip
breaker. Hold the plane iron is your left hand, with the bevel side down. Place the plane iron cap
at right angles to it and drop the set screw through the large opening. Then tighten the set
screw with a screw driver or the lever cap. Third, check to see that the roller on the lateral
adjustment slips into the slot of the plane iron. If you find it must be forced, it is probably
necessary to unscrew the lever cap screw just a little bit. The plane should be adjusted before
beginning the cutting again several times while the planing is being done. Then, with the lateral
adjustment lever, move the blade to one side or the other until it is parallel to the bottom. The
experienced woodworker then tries the plane on a piece of scrap stock to see how it cuts,
adjusting it to the chip he wants. When you are truing up a surface and making it smooth, a light
cut that forms a feathery shaving is more desirable. Your email address will not be published.
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A commercial promoting woodworking bench planes would simply have to show me with an
random orbit sander hooked to a screaming shop vac, wearing goggles, respirator, and hearing
protection in a cloud of sawdust. Then, cut to a paper-thin curl of wood whispering off an
antique Stanley bench plane, revealing iridescent grain patterns as birds chirp in the
background. My parents gave me these planes a few years ago. This took quite a bit of time, and
I thought to share the most important bits with you, along with some general encouragement
and observations. Hand planes can save you time and money while making woodworking more
enjoyable. With great confidence I can say that if you have some older wood with finish,
varnish, and grime on it, a bench plane is a great tool to start the stripping and refinishing job.
Yes, in some circumstances hand plane can simply peel that old stuff off wood as shavings with
minimal dust, noise, and cost! Now I am eager to use a variety of planes to make rabbets,
refinish surfaces, and chamfer edges. If I had learned to use planes earlier, I probably would
have done much more cabinetry and box-making in my youth, as I enjoy using a plane more
than my loud, jumpy router. Did you know a bench plane has a frog in it? It is often
recommended to rub a thin coat of beeswax on the shoe to help it slide over wood. Some planes
have a wooden sole, but most are a nice grade of steel or cast iron. The typical Stanley plane
has a wood knob at the toe usually rosewood , and a wood handle called a tote at the heel. The
blade itself, technically called an iron, is mean to be easily removable for sharpening or
replacement. The iron rests on the frog and under a cap iron. The cap iron increases the rigidity

and stability of the thinner blade. Most cap irons hold down a curved piece of metal over the
iron called a chipbreaker, which helps break up the removed shavings to reduce the chances of
a split developing along the grain as well as add more stiffness to the thin iron. Join me on this
breakdown of my No. It can be a little bit of a puzzle removing the paired chip breaker and iron
from the frog on this. There is a short screw with a wide, knurled head holding the chipbreaker
and iron together. Make a not of how they are pieced together before taking them apart! People
look at the beautiful curves of a Stanley bench plane and think of the Amish and buggy-whip
manufacturers. Planes remain a great choice in a modern woodworking shop for accomplishing
a lot of tasks that a sander or router would often be used for. Similarly, I have a planing
attachment for a Dremel. It works but tends to chatter, hardly smooth precision. Dealing with the
weight and hazard of an extension cord is an added challenge on a ladder while trying to keep
the cut perpendicular. At first I thought block plane and bench plane were interchangeable
terms. But a block plane is a specific style, with the iron at a lower angle and the bevel on the
top of the blade instead of the bottom. It is used, often one-handed, to shave the hard end
grains off the ends of a board. This helps me remember the definition of a block plane now.
Another short type of plane is the scrub plane, which takes a lot of wood off quickly due to its
convex blade and wide throat opening for shavings to come through. As the workpiece gets
closer to being truly flat, the longer planes are used to gently even things out and match them
joint them to other boards. My dear wife has gifted me many woodturning tools, including a
great Jet slow stone wet sharpener. It produces superb results on my chisels, gouges and
kitchen knives. It is ideal for sharpening and crowning the irons of my planes. Crowning a plane
is when the sharpening produces a small curve, especially near the edges of the iron, to let you
plane a wider surface and avoid trenching gouges with a squared blade corner. Now that we are
in the process of moving to a new town, our cats and furniture are gone and I am free to make a
dusty mess while refinishing our old wooden windowsills, built-ins, and floors. It can also make
you feel kind of funny, and not in a humorous way. I appreciate YouTube and Wikipedia as a
source of learning new things, but am still a fan of books for deeper research. Most libraries
have at least one good book on planes, and many have great selections of woodworking DVDs
and books. Check it out at your local library, you may be surprised at the experts you find there!
An in-person instructor or good video is best for getting the gist of the movements and
adjustments, though. The No. It first made them level again by reducing the cupped edges, then
proceeded to make short work of the cat claw scratches, etc. While there was plenty of dust in
the shavings, the air stayed relatively clear of fine dust. Because it is a rabbet plane with the
iron at the edge of the sole, it was able to run right along the edges of the windowsill. As I did
this project, I reflected on the differences between using a power tool and a hand tool. There is
a certain pressure I feel when using an electric tool especially a power-hungry, noisy one like
my shop vacuum. It is tied to not wanting to be wasteful of electricity, as well as being aware
that the sooner I get done, the sooner I can turn off the damn noise. When switching to a hand
tool such as a plane or even a simple piece of sandpaper, the unpleasant pressure is gone.
While I still work efficiently, I can take my time, go at my own pace, and even hear myself think.
Hey, I could even use a plane in a campground, where power tools are banned! Hopefully I have
also motivated you to keep a plane in your kit and look for chances to use it! Notify me of
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Did you know a bench plane has a frog in it? Leave this field empty. Norton Publishing Wall
Lenk Co. Hand planes are the living link between woodworking hands and the wood they work
on, bonding the craftsman to the craft. Hand planing wood, working with a fine hand plane is
one of the most pleasant of all woodworking tasks. With a well tuned hand plane and a sharp
plane iron you can create a finish better than sandpaper, or cut edge joints nearly perfect. We
offer the best hand plane and plane iron available, with all the products you need to care for and
maintain your fine hand planes. We stock replacement blades for Stanley, Clifton and Lie
Nielsen hand planes. Learning about the proper use and care of your hand plane collection is
key to maximizing your investment and your time in the shop. Thinking about a new blade?
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replacement part, it is sold individually. It is used in various locations in the models shown
below. It helps fasten and hold different parts together. This is a round-head phillips screw.
Made of metal. This is a genuine Dewalt replacement part, it is sold individually. The purpose of

this screw is to secure the planer knives to the cutterhead on the planers shown below. It is also
used on the DW Folding Table. It is a allen head screw. A complete set of 24 screws including
the wrench can be ordered by using part number , the screws in the set are Torx heads. This
Rocker switch has 4 terminals and a compact design for easy installation. This authentic Delta
replacement part is sold individually. They also have a role in electric breaking; they can
momentarily reverse electrical polarity. Because switches use mechanical internals, they will
degrade and wear out over time, eventually requiring replacement. Some common signs of a
broken or failing switch are: The tool will not start when you use the switch, or it requires
multiple tries to turn on, until eventually it refuses to start at all. This is a genuine Hitachi
replacement part, they are sold as a pair 2. Carbon motor brushes are one of the most
commonly replaced power tool components. Because carbon brushes are wear items, meaning
that through friction and use they will gradually wear away, they will eventually require
replacement. Worn brushes are common causes of intermittent motor function, reduced electric
braking, and reduced motor power. A worn out brush will often be worn down near the wire lead
and may be cracked, pitted, or burned. When replacing carbon brushes, be sure to also inspect
your armature for burns, cracks, or other damage which indicates a larger motor problem.
Genuine Makita replacement part Includes two Carbon Brushes with wire lead attached. Carbon
brushes are one of the most commonly replaced power tool parts. This is because carbon
brushes are wear items, meaning that through friction and use they will gradually wear away
until they need replacing. Worn brushes are a common causes of intermittent motor function,
reduced electric braking and reduced motor power. A worn-out brush will often be worn down
near to the wire lead and can be cracked, pitted, or burned. When replacing carbon brushes, be
sure to inspect your armature for burns, cracks, or other damage which can indicate larger
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Videos. See More Videos. You can use a multimeter to test For a planer to do its job, you need
to make sure the blades are as sharp as can be. This article will walk you through See More
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sharp, properly adjusted hand plane allows a woodworker to peel a whisper-thin shaving from
wood while leaving a surface of unsurpassed quality. That's why these venerable
toolsâ€”planes go back to Roman timesâ€”still fit into today's shop. And, among hand planes,
the block plane ranks near the top for versatility and convenience. Using a block plane feels
almost natural--and very craftsmanlike. When you push the plane forward, you also press the
sole down against the wood. The compact block plane fits your hand comfortably, making it
easy to use. A block plane handles many tasks, including some that would be difficult or unsafe
to perform with power tools. With one, you can:. The block plane owes its handy size in part to
the shallow angle between the bladeâ€”or iron â€”and the sole. Even so, a block plane's cutting
edge meets the wood at about the same angle as a bench plane's. See the Cutting Edges
Comparison illustration below. That's because the bevel on the block plane's iron faces up. For
a block plane, the angle of the cutting edge to the work equals the bedding angle plus the iron's
bevel angle. These low-angle planes slice through wood more easily, but may cause tear-out
along the grain. Some woodworkers prefer low-angle block planes for end-grain work. Tuning
benefits any plane, old or new. On a block plane, you should check two main pointsâ€”sole
flatness and iron bedding. Check the sole with a sheet of grit wet-or-dry sandpaper laid abrasive
side up on a flat surface. A cast-iron saw table or piece of glass would do. Retract the iron, and
rub the plane sole over the abrasive. Scuff marks indicate high spots on the sole. To flatten the
sole, wet the sandpaper, then continue rubbing the plane sole over it. When the sole shows a
uniform scuff pattern, it's flat. Polish it, following the same procedure with progressively finer
sandpaper grits. To check the bedding, extend the iron. Then, inspect the back of the mouth to
determine how solidly it supports the iron. If gaps appear between the back of the iron and the
back of the mouth, or if the iron rocks in the throat, remove the iron and carefully file down the
high spots in the plane. Check the cap for full contact, too. Solid bedding helps prevent chatter.
Position it in the plane's body, bevel up, engaging the appropriate notch over the tang on the
adjuster, when applicable. Center the iron in the throat, and install the iron cap. Extend the
cutting edge slightly past the sole. Determining the proper amount of protrusion takes some
trial and error; the thickness of a business card is a good starting point. Square the end with the
mouth, and then tighten the iron cap. Some block planes feature an adjustable mouth. To
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o loosen the sliding part, and move the eccentric lever. Generally, a smaller opening suits finer
work. To end the frustration of trying to thread pin-end scrollsaw blades through small starter
holes, I Skip to main content. Block Plane Basics. Compact and versatile, block planes such as
the low-angle one left and the standard version belong in any woodworking shop. More and
more woodworkers are bringing power jointers and planers into their shops, often pushing
hand planes into dusty corners. But a plain old plane still comes in handy. Here's one of the
handiest: the block plane. Facebook Pinterest Twitter Text. Printer-friendly version. Read more
about Hand Planes. Our Favorite Block Planes. Smoothing planes. For more related content,
subscribe to our newsletter! Routing Ovals With an Ellipse Jig. Big-spin wood lathes. Tested:
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